
Basic idea:
There are way too many papers to read them all. We need a good tool for finding papers 
relevant to our interests. Many existing recommendation engines use citation network analysis. 
Citation networks are great, but citations are simply binary links between two entities, and 
we know that's not really accurate. Not all citations are created equal. With full-text access 
to papers through the arXiv, we can get much more information about individual citations, 
including the number of times a given citation appears in a paper, where it appears, and its 
immediate context. Let's get this information, and use it to build a fabulously powerful paper 
recommendation engine. We've already got a data set (LaTeX source for the entire arXiv 
up to January 2012, ~800k papers), some Python code for finding and extracting citations 
from LaTeX/BibTeX, and a standard JSON data format for the extra citation information (rich 
citations, specification here: http://api.richcitations.org/). Let's do this. If you have a related hack, 
please find me, and we can all hack in the same room.

What we have already:

https://github.com/jonathansick/starlit - for working with bibliographic databases
https://github.com/jonathansick/paperweight - for scraping latex for cites, etc
https://github.com/andycasey/ads - Andy's ADS api interface
http://api.richcitations.org - rich citations JSON specification
~800k arXiv papers from all subjects, which we're currently making available on AWS. Right 
now half of them are on Adam's machine; later today, all of astro-ph through January 2012 will 
be available (once I download and filter them).

First steps:

* Reference -> arXiv number. Basically, take a BibTeX reference, throw it at ADS (and/or 
arXiv search), and return the arXiv number. If there's no arXiv number, return the DOI. If it has 
neither, return some kind of unique identifier based on the bib data. If there's no ADS or arXiv 
results at all, return null or whatever. This is cool and interesting in and of itself.
DONE

* LaTeX/BibTeX -> list of references suitable for ingestion into the previous tool. We may 
already have this.
DONE

* LaTeX/BibTeX -> bare-bones rich citations (mentions, locations, citation groups, immediate 
context, bib data). Also useful in and of itself.
DONE?

Next steps:

* Combine the previous bits into an unholy monster.

https://github.com/jonathansick/starlit
https://github.com/jonathansick/paperweight
https://github.com/andycasey/ads
http://api.richcitations.org


* Throw in a really stupid algorithm for recommending papers based on this data

If we get there:

* Get a more sophisticated algorithm for recommending papers
* Get a database set up
* Crawl all of astro-ph and use the network for awesomeness
* get a web interface working
* put it on cloud hosting (e.g. Heroku)


